Robin made hypothesis that σ(n) < e γ n log log n for all integers n > 5040. For a positive integer t > 1, an integer N is called t-free if N cannot be divided by prime power p t for any prime p. Some works have shown if N is t-free, then N satisfies Robin's inequality, for t=5, 7, 11, 16. This article shows that the condition of t-free can be reduced to "N cannot be divided by 2 t ". I proved that if N cannot be divided by 2 17 , then N satisfies Robin's inequality.
For calculation convenience, we define ρ(n) := σ(n) n .
Then Robin's inequality can also be written as ρ(n) < e γ log log n.
Let N > 5040 be an integer. Write the factorization of N as
where r is the number of distinct prime factors of N, p i are listed in increasing orders. So p r is the largest prime factor of N.
According to [Morrill; P latt 2018], (RI) holds for all integers n, 5040 < n ≤ 10 (10 13 ) . So, we assume N > 10 (10 13 ) . According to abundant number theory, any possible counter-example of (RI) has its exponents of primes in decreasing order, so, the condition "t-free" is basically equivalent to exponent of prime 2 is less than t.
The previous works on t-free used ζ(t). However, we have 2 −t < ζ(t) < 2 −t+1 for integer t ≥ 2, and lim t→∞ 2 t ζ(t) = 1, t runs over integers ≥ 2.
Hence, using ζ(t) has almost the same effect as using 2 −t .
This article shows that the condition of t-free can be reduced to "N cannot be divided by 2 t ". In particular, I proved: if N cannot be divided by 2 17 , then N satisfies Robin's inequality.
Using a method similar to abundant number theory, I can improve the result to 2 42 . I will post that improvement later.
Lemma 1. (Mertens' third theorem) For any integer n > 7 713 133 853,
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, R(n) is the remainder such that
Proof. Just follow the proof of Theorem 5.6 of [Dusart 2018 ] with k = 2, η 2 = 0.01.
Definition. Let N be an integer, p be its largest prime factor. We define a generalized factorization of N as the product
where p i runs through all primes p i ≤ p. If a prime p i < p does not divide N, we set a i = 0, i.e. p does not divide N for some p s , then N satisfies (RI).
In particular, since log T = −12.04, E(2) = 12.04 log 2 = 17, if 2 17 does not divide N, then N satisfies (RI).
Proof. We use induction by assuming that all integers n in (5040, N) with exponent of p s less than E(p s ) satisfy (RI). We know
Then apply Lemma 1 to log P (N), log ρ(N) = log P (N) − S(N) < log log p r + γ + R(p r ) − S(N). Since log log x+γ +R(x) is an increasing function in x, we may substitute p r with log N in (1.4), log ρ(N) < log log log N + γ + R(log N) − S(N), (1.6) Now,
Combine (1.5) and (1.7), we have
Then from (1.6) we get log ρ(N) < log log log N + γ. Take exponential and we are done. Remark: The size of L can be estimated as L ≈ 10 (10 4.868 ) .
